Operation Instruction
Joyoung soybean milk
maker
DJ12B-A11

Quick installation guide

整机图
Complete machine drawing
①Vent hole
②Operating keys
③ Handpiece
④ Lower cover
⑤ Anti-overflow electrode
⑥ Temperature sensor
⑦ Stiffener
⑧ Blade
⑨ Strong electric coupler
⑩ Cup Body
⑪Water level scale line (engraved in cup body)
⑫Power supply socket

Warm reminder
 Please take out all objects in the cup.
 Please correctly assemble the paste receiving cup and its handle in the direction of the arrow
in the figure to prevent the cup body from sliding down and causing scalding when drinking
hot.

Quick Use Guide
➊Wash
Machine inner wall and cutter
head

❹ Insert
Tighten power supply slightly

❷Add ingredients and water
Add water between the upper
and lower water level scale
lines

Close
Close Handpiece

❺Press
After selecting the corresponding function, enter the function
automatically.

Functions and recipes
Please select the corresponding function and recipe according to the product model. Please use
the measuring cup equipped with this product to measure the ingredients. Please add water
between the upper and lower water level scale lines (if the recipe has a definite amount of water,
please follow the recipe requirements).
One cup of food quantity refers to one flat cup.

Warm reminder
 Please process large pieces of food into peanut grain size.
 Glutinous rice is sticky, black beans, black rice, walnut kernels, red dates, raisins and other
ingredients are not easy to froth, please add them strictly according to the recipe, otherwise
it will cause alarm.
 making time was measured at rated voltage, medium water level, 23℃ water and < 500m
altitude. Deviation in actual use is normal.

Function
Soybean
milk (about
30 minutes)

Meal
substitute
Soybean
milk (about
30 minutes)

Rice paste
(about 25
minutes)

Fruit and
vegetable
juice (about
5 minutes)

Recipe

Food quantity

Dried soybean
milk

1 cup of dried soybean

Wet soybean
milk

1 cup of dried soybean (soak in water)

Lady's meal

1/10 cup of Job's tears, 1 /10 cup of oatmeal, 1/10 cup of
black sesame, 1/5 cup of yam, 1/10 cup of red bean, a little
of poria cocos and red jujube

Men's meal
replacement

1/5 cup of oat kernel, 1/10 cup of black sesame, 3/10 cup of
Chinese yam, 1/10 cup of black soybean, 2 pieces of walnut
kernel (broken), euryale seed, pumpkin seed kernel and a
little medlar

Fixed-base meal
replacement

1/5 cup of red bean, 1/5 cup of oat kernel, 1/10 cup of black
sesame, 3/10 cup of Chinese yam, 2 pieces of walnut kernel
(broken), 2 pieces of denucleated red dates (broken),
pumpkin seed kernel and medlar Jamlom

Pure rice paste

4/5 cup of dry rice

Tonifying vital
energy and
Nourishing
Blood Paste

3/5 cup of rice, 1/5 cup of lily, and 5 red dates with pit
removed

Black rice paste

1/2 cup of dry rice and 1/5 cup of black rice

Smooth and
delicious
milkshake

3 cups of bananas, 2 cups of cucumbers, 3 cups of fresh
milk, 3 cups of purified water and a proper amount of white
sugar

Kiwi fruit and
banana juice

3 cups of kiwi fruit, 2 cups of banana cubes and 5 cups of
purified water

Mango juice

4 cups of mango, 5 cups of crushed ice and 6 cups of
purified water

Use method
Parts and accessories
 Control panel diagram

Direct option
Direct option: select the button to activate this function
Pre-use instructions
 This product is only used in areas below 2000 meters above sea level in mainland China. If
the altitude difference is more than 1500 meters after the change of the place of use, please
plug in the power supply and press the "fruit and vegetable" key for 3 seconds. Prompt "Di,
Di, Di" and the indicator light flashes three times to complete the operation. (Please note
that if there is no above prompt, please repeat the operation after power failure).
 Please clean the machine before use.
 It is suggested that function of beans should be used for the first time.
Use method
 Add ingredients and water
Add the cleaned ingredients according to the recipe, and add water between the upper and lower
water lines.
 switch on
Please ① place handpiece vertically into the cup body, ② plug in the power cord, ③ switch on
the power supply, and when the power is on, the "Di" sound will be prompted and the lights will
be on. (left)

Warm reminder
Please close handpiece and press tightly. If there are more ingredients, please spread them out.
Please ensure that handpiece and strong electric coupler are installed in place. (pictured above)
 Starting function
Selecting: after touching and pressing the function, sound and light will prompt, other key lights
will go out, and the function will be entered automatically.
 Canceling
Deselected function: Touch the function again, sound and light prompt, other key lights are on,
and the selected function will be canceled.
 Production completed
The prompt "Di Di Di" (stop after about 15 seconds) flashes and the corresponding function
lights.
 Standby
After the machine is powered on, all lights will be on. If there is no subsequent operation, the
function lights will be slightly on.
Warm reminder
This machine has the function of automatic heat preservation (see "Functions and Recipes" for
the heat preservation function), and the corresponding function indicator flashes during heat
preservation.
Warm reminder
The temperature is higher than 30℃, and the reservation time should not exceed 8 hours.
Do not use soaked ingredients when making an appointment.
Please do not cut off the power during the reservation process, otherwise please change the
ingredients and re-make.
There is a deviation between the prompt time for completion of production and the appointment
time, which is a normal phenomenon. Please feel free to drink.

Maintenance and repair



After cleaning, it is recommended to dry it or dry it before assembling it into a complete
machine for storage.
Please store the products in a dry and ventilated place.

Warm reminder
Do not put it into a disinfection cabinet or dryer for disinfection and drying.
If, after making, for example the inside of the cup body is locally discolored and blue on the
stainless steel surface, which is a normal phenomenon and harmless to human body, please feel
free to drink. (Phosphoric acid ions and calcium and magnesium plasma in food materials
crystallize at a certain temperature to cause bluing, which can be wiped off with vinegar. )
Please dry or dry the cleaned machine head before placing it in the cup to avoid peculiar smell.

Cleaning and storage
After the machine is cooled, please clean it in time, dry it or dry it and store it in a dry and
ventilated place.
Warm reminder
Do not clean the machine with steel balls. It is recommended to soak in hot water and detergent
before cleaning.

Safety precautions
Warning
Caution should be exercised against risks that
may lead to danger to personnel, serious
injuries and heavy property losses.

It means "forbidden" and cannot be carried
out.


pay attention to
Attention should be paid to the risks that may
cause injuries to personnel or damage to
articles.

It means "mandatory" and must be
implemented.

In order to prevent electric shock, fire, scald and other accidents, please observe the
following contents.

Warning

● Please clean the cup body, blade, overflow prevention electrode and temperature sensor in time.
The blade edge is sharp. Take out, wipe and clean it carefully. Wear protective gloves.

● During the cooking of the product and before cooling after the work is completed, the
temperature inside the cup body, the lower cover, the blade and other parts are relatively high. Do
not touch to avoid scalding.

pay attention to










Do not plug or unplug the power cord with wet hands to prevent electric shock.
During the making process, do not lift the machine head or move the product quickly to
avoid scalding by steam or accidents such as scalding and electric shock caused by food
overflow.
Do not lift the whole machine with the machine head to prevent the cup from slipping off.
Do not use damaged power cord or plug to prevent electric shock or short circuit from
causing injury accident or fire. If the power cord is damaged, you must purchase a special
power cord from Joyoung after-sales service department for replacement.
Do not add more than 70"C hot water for making, so as not to affect the taste or cause
abnormalities such as poor crushing and soybean milk overflow.
making is not completed, please do not drink. Drinking uncooked soybean milk will do
harm to human body.
Do not immerse the handpiece or cup in liquid, do not drench the handpiece with water, and
do not allow water to enter the air vent, strong electric coupler, power socket and the bottom

of the cup. If water enters, please stop using it or dry it and dry it before using it to avoid
short circuit or electric shock.
 Children should be taken care of to ensure that they cannot play or approach this product to
avoid personal injury caused by scalding or misoperation.
 Accompanied by experienced guardians or coaches, this product can only be used by people
with abnormal or no independent capacity.
 Before use, please confirm that the local power supply should be consistent with the power
supply marked on this product, otherwise the product may be damaged or fire may occur.

Please operate on a stable horizontal table and keep away from the edge of the table to
prevent falling.

Do not use this product under or near curtains and other combustible materials (such as
under closets), otherwise it may cause fire.
 The handpiece is vertically buckled to the cup body, and the power cord is plugged into the
power outlet. Please ensure that it is installed in place to prevent loosening, power failure or
overheating and burning.
 When the product works, keep a certain distance from live objects such as socket, keep the
plug within reach, and keep away from inflammable and explosive articles. At the same time,
the grounding wire of power socket must be well grounded.

After the product starts to work, in case of power failure or other abnormalities, please pay
attention to replace the ingredients and make it again. Otherwise, it will cause troubles such
as bottom pasting, soybean milk overflow, alarm and sauce reporting.

After the production is completed, please cut off the power first and pour the soybean milk
after taking off the machine head, so as to prevent the machine head from sliding down or
spilling the drink, causing damage or scald to the product.

The temperature of the newly-made soybean milk is relatively high. Please use
high-temperature resistant containers and pay attention to safety to prevent scalding caused
by spillage of the soybean milk.

If filtering is required, please pay attention to the high temperature of the residue attached
to the filter screen. When cleaning the filter screen, do not face people and pay attention to
safety to prevent the residue from splashing and causing burns.
Use tips
 This product is only suitable for home use, not for commercial use.
 When it is used for the first time (including the first time after adaptation), the making time
may be prolonged.
 Some food materials contain natural pigments, which may cause staining of the lower cover
and spill-proof electrode. This is a normal phenomenon and does not affect the soybean milk.
Please feel free to drink without damaging your health.
 In order to fully crush and release nutrition, it is normal for the machine to make intermittent,
fast and slow sounds during beating.
 Do not make soybean milk continuously for a long time, otherwise the motor may start the
automatic protection function, and the motor will temporarily not work until the motor is
completely cooled before normal use.
 After making is completed, the next making should be carried out at intervals of more than 8
minutes, otherwise the service life of the product will be affected.

Infants, people with renal failure and gastrointestinal dysfunction should choose
low-concentration soybean milk or reduce drinking quantity as appropriate.
During heat preservation, it is normal for the motor to stir, so it can be prepared for drinking after
power failure.



Failure Analysis and Troubleshooting
Fault
The indicator light is not on.

The indicator light is on and
the machine is not working.

The motor does not stop
working.

Reason statement
Handpiece is not straight.

Reposition handpiece

The power cord is not
plugged in

Plug the power cord to the
bottom.

No function selected

Select the appropriate
function

Not adding water or adding
too little water

Add water between the upper
and lower water level scale
lines

Temperature sensor failure

Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Water entering the machine
head

Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

No ingredients added

Add ingredients according to
the requirements of the recipe
in the manual.

Internal water inflow

Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Under normal heating

Wait a few minutes

The system did not reset after
power failure.

Turn off the power for 3
minutes before using it.

Failure of the machine itself

Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

Error selecting function

Select the correct function

Too many or too few
ingredients

Add ingredients according to
the requirements of the recipe
in the manual.

Failure of the machine itself

Send it to the local after-sales
service department for repair.

The inside of the cup body is
not cleaned

Clean the inside of the cup
body

Too many ingredients are
added

Add ingredients according to
the requirements of the recipe
in the manual.

The water temperature is too
low.

Use warm water

Error selecting function

Select the correct function

Heating is not stopped.

No response to key press

The ingredients will not
break or spill over the pan.

Paste pot

Long working hours, no other
abnormalities

Countermeasures

Abnormal alarm prompt
Prompt scheme

Reason statement

Suggested
countermeasures

No water alarm

Please refer to the
water level of the
cup to add food and
water correctly or
send them to
after-sales service
for maintenance.

E2

Initial water
temperature high
alarm

Please make sure the
initial water
temperature is not
higher than 70℃ or
send it to after-sales
service for
maintenance.

All lights flash 3 times and sound 3
times at the same time, with an
interval of 3 seconds.

E3

Anti-overflow
abnormal alarm

All lights flash 4 times and sound 4
times at the same time, with an
interval of 3 seconds

E4

Heating overtime
alarm

All lights flash 5 times and sound 5
times at the same time, with an
interval of 3 seconds.

E5

Abnormal input
voltage

All lights flash 6 times and sound 6
times at the same time, with an
interval of 3 seconds.

E6

Zero crossing signal
loss alarm

All lights flash 7 times and sound 7
times at the same time, with an
interval of 3 seconds

E7

Abnormal
communication alarm

E8

Abnormal
temperature detection
alarm

Send after-sales
service and
maintenance

Too much food or too
high motor
temperature

Please add
ingredients and
water correctly
according to the
instructions or send
them to after-sales
service for repair.

All lights flash once and sound once
at the same time, with an interval of
3 seconds.

All lights flash twice and sound
twice at the same time, with an
interval of 3 seconds.

All lights flash 8 times and sound 8
times at the same time, with an
interval of 3 seconds

All lights flash 9 times and sound 9
times at the same time, with an
interval of 3 seconds

E1

E9

Please add
ingredients and
water correctly
according to the
instructions or send
them to after-sales
service for repair.
Plug in the power
again to confirm
whether it is normal
or send it to
after-sales service
for maintenance.

All lights flash 10 times and sound
10 times at the same time, with an
interval of 3 seconds.

EA

Abnormal
motherboard
temperature detection

Send after-sales
service and
maintenance

Warm reminder
If the problem cannot be solved, do not disassemble the machine without permission, please send
it to the local after-sales service department for repair.
If the above contents are not in conformity with the actual object due to the change of model or
parts, please take the actual object as the standard without further notice, please understand!

